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DDG TO DESIGNS PROTOTYPICAL ‘DAY SPA’ FOR SHOPPING MALL
Long Island City, NY – February 17, 2009
Garmintan Ent. Ltd has selected the DDG and its concept design team to provide prototype design and
potential placement service for its line of facial, face mask products for the U.S. market. The company,
located in Taiwan, with distribution centers scattered in the US is primarily suppliers of facial towels, make-up
tissues, and removers is considering Day Spa concept to expand its brand of Beauty products. Upon
reviewing, small day-spa concept DDG developed for the Caribbean based JenCare Day Spa in Valley
Stream Long Island representatives of Garintan Ent. Ltd believes with a platform of North East U.S., and
European outlets occupying 1700 sq. ft. will introduce organic cotton, cleansing face mask will add to its
bottom-line.
DDG will reprise a similar role when it introduced the JenCare Skin Farm, to the Greene Acre Mall in Valley
Stream, NY. DDG’s task is to provide an identifiable ‘brick-and-mortar’ presence, which can be easily
replicated, occupy a small footprint, and be constructed with ecological/ recycled materials. Mr. McLeod
indicates “the difference between JenCare owners are, they are incredibly passionate, and specific about
their products and require their clients experience be enriched after leaving the Spa. In contrast, Garmintan
is a global presence which requires that DDG design this sense of passion into the prototype.
To find out more about this project or other projects being undertaken by DDG please do not hesitate to email your questions to:
info@designdevelopmentgroup.com
Reference: Day Spa
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